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1. INTRODUCTION 
In his study on the nonlinear creep buckling of a metallic beam, Hoff [l] has 
considered an idealized H-sectional column and has proposed the equation 
- g g - (Cl ..I- (1 $ Up) g = : C,(( 1 + U)” - (1 - 24)“) 
(t > 0,o < x < .rr), 
u(t, 0) = u(t, ?r) =. 0 (t 2 O), 
u(0, x) = a(x) (0 < x < 77). (1.1) 
Here I( = u(t, X) denotes the displacement of the column at time t and position 
X, and a(x) is a given initial displacement, while C, , C, are positive constants and 
m, n positive integers which are specific to the column material. 
To investigate the behavior of the solution u(t, x) of Eq. (l.l), Hoff [l] derived 
an ordinary differential equation to be satisfied by the coefficient of the first 
term of the Fourier expansion for u(t, x), and Odqvist and Hult [2] reduced Eq. 
(1.1) to the same differential equation by the so-called collocation method. They 
have indicated that the time derivative of the solution of the ordinary differential 
equation grows indefinitely at a finite time; that is, a buckling occurs, and from 
that they conjectured that it would also be the case for Eq. (1.1) itself. 
The aim of the present paper is to complete their arguments mathematically 
for a somewhat more general equation. Namely, we discuss the nonexistence of 
global solutions of the nonlinear mixed problem: 
CL - R(u)) g -f(u) (t > 0, x f q, 
u(t, x) = 0 (t > 0, x E Lq, 
u(0, x) : u(x) (x E J-l), 
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where Q is a bounded domain in Rn with a smooth boundary aQ, L is a formally 
self-adjoint second-order elliptic differential operator defined on a, and f, g are 
some given nonnegative functions. 
After establishing the local existence of solutions of Eq. (1.2) we show, 
following Kaplan [3] and Fujita [4], that under mild conditions on f and g, the 
solution of Eq. (1.2) for a nontrivial initial value u(z) exists only locally in time, 
however small U(X) may be. The solution ceases to exist by the blowing-up 
of the time derivative; that is, the time derivative of the solution grows inde- 
finitely at a finite time. In particular WC indicate that, for Eq. (l.l), the solution 
itself remains finite even when its time derivative becomes infinite, provided 
that a(.~) is concave and sufficiently small. 
2. STATEMEKT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let Q be a bounded domain in Rn whose boundary 2.Q is of the class Cata 
with some a E (0, 1). In the following, LY is fixed. WC denote by P+“(a), 
m = integer > 0, y E (0, l), the set of functions U(X) defined on 0 ::= Q u al2 
whose derivatives of order m are Holder continuous on a with exponent y. 
Define the operator L by 
for which we assume the following: 
[H,] (i) alj(x) and u,(x) are real-valued functions on 0. 
(ii) aij(x) E Cl+(Q), aO(x) E F(Q). 
(iii) utj(x) = aji(x), Vi -# j, VX E!S. 
(iv) 1, is uniformly elliptic, that is, there exists a positive constant 
77 > 0 such that 
(v) so(x) 2: 0 in 8. 
It is well known that under hypothesis [H,] the eigenvalue problem 
Lw =Aw (x E Q), (2.1) 
w :.; 0 (xE~Q) (2.2) 
has infinitely many real discrete eigenvalucs tending to infinity and its smallest 
eigenvalue, which is denoted by A,, is positive. 
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Let f(E) and g(4) b e uric ions defined on the interval [0, 00) satisfying the f t’ 
hypothesis 
F&l (9 f(S), g(t) >, 0, ‘J-t E [O, 00). 
(ii) f(t), g(f) are locally Lipschitz continuous on [0, 00). 
(iii) g(f) is a monotone increasing function of 5. 
(iv) g(0) < A,, and I.$ E [0, co) such that g(E) = A,, . 
Let u = u(t, x), t 2 0, x ~0‘. Then the equation which we intend to study is 
(L - g(u)) g =f(u) 0 > 0, x EQn), (2.3) 
u(t, x) = 0 (t 3 0, x E asz), (2.4) 
u(0, x) = u(x) (x E 52). (2.5) 
The initial value u(x) is assumed to satisfy 
[Ha] (i) u(x) E C@), a(x) 2 0 in Q, u(x) = 0 on 8Q. 
(ii) Let A, be the smallest eigenvalue of 
CL - g(4) # = w (x E Qn>? 
*=o (X E aq; 
then A, > 0. 
Remark 2.1. Let .& = sup{5 2 0; g(5) < A,,}. Then hypothesis (ii) of [Ha] 
is satisfied if 0 < u(x) < &, in D. 
3. EXISTENCE OF LOCAL SOLUTIONS 
As is well known [7, Vol. 2, p. 3331, Cm+$?) is a Banach space with the norm 
II u ILnfY = II u Ilm + sup sup 
( D%(x) - Du(x’)l 
Ikl=nz WC’EIJ 1 x - x’ Iv ’ 
where 
Let /3 E (0, a], z E (0, a), and define 
(c?)2+$T) s {U E C2+@2); U(X) = 0 on aq. 
Let a = u(x) satisfy hypothesis [Ha] and define 
V,,, = (u E CS(liLi); 11 g(u) - g(u)& < E, u(x) 2 0 in IR, u(x) = 0 on asz). 
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Define [I as 
51 = SUP@ z 0; g(f) = c + g(ll a Ill&. (3.1) 
Then j/ u /I,, < & if u E V,,,; that is, V,,, is a bounded set of CO(g). Note that 
V,,, is a metric space with 11 u - z, /I,, as the distance. 
Let ZI = v(X) E V,,, and define the operator L, by 
W) (4 zs w (4 - M4) 44 (x E -Q> 
with ( C”)2+s (D) as a domain of definition. Under hypotheses [H,] and [HJ and 
the assumption that ZJ E V,,, , L, is a bounded operator from (C”)2+@ (0) into 
P(o). Moreover, we can prove the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E E (0, A,), p E (0, co], and v E Ve,, . The-n L, has a bounded 
inverse Lil satisfying 
for any 24 E CO@). K, and K, do not depend on u, and Kl is a monotone increasing 
positive function of II ZJ lie, o E Vs,E: Kl = Kl(ll v I/e), while K, is a monotone 
increasing positive function of 11 w Ijo: K, = K,((I v Ilo). Moreover Lil is a positive 
operator, i.e., (L;“lu) (3) > 0 in A2 ifu(x) 3 0, u(x) + 0 in J2, 24 E CO(ln). 
Proof. We denote by h, the smallest eigenvalue of the operator L, for the 
problem corresponding to (2.1), (2.2). Since / g(v(x)) - g(u(x))l < E for any 
x E a, we have 1 h, - Aa 1 < E by the continuity of the eigenvalues on the coef- 
ficients of L, (cf. [7, Vol. 1, p. 418]), and hence X, 3 h, - E > 0. This implies 
that L, is one to one and we have the classical Schauder estimates [6; 7, Vol. 2, 
p. 3311 
II u l/2+6 < Kl II Lu lls for u E (C”)2+B (Q), 
where Kl is monotone increasing with an increase of \lg(v)lla and hence of 
/j ZI j/s [6; 7, Vol. 21. Therefore we can show the existence of L;l on C’s@) by 
making use of the continuity method as in [7, Vol. 2, p. 3361. According to the 
Lp-estimates of [6, Theorem 15.21 for p > 1, 
II u II w,*(n) G y 11 Lvu IL”(R) for u E (C”)2+B (II), (3.2) 
where wD2(52) is the Sobolev space. Since W,2(Q) C Cr+s@) with the conti- 
nuous injection if p = n/(1 - p) (cf. [5, Theorem 2.11) and since Q is bounded, 
we have from (3.2) 
for u E (C”)2+a (Q. (3.3) 
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Here y,, is monotone increasing with an increase of 11 v 11s [6], and so is K, . 
That Lil is a positive operator can be shown by the continuity method as fol- 
lows. Define 
r E {y E [0, 11; U(x) > 0 in J2 if (L - yg(v)) u(x) > 0, $0 in an>. 
By virtue of the well-known maximum principle [7, Vol. 2, p. 3261, we see that 
0 E r. Now we show that r is open and closed in [0, 11. Let r 3 9, 0 < 9 < 
y < 1. We have 
CL - Y&w = v - (Y - 9) (L - jwJ))-‘g(v))-1 (L  fg(v))-1, 
where I is an identity operator. If I y - 9 1 is small enough, we can expand 
(I- (y - 9) (L - qg(v))-lg(v))-l into a Neumann series 
each term of which enjoys the property of positive operator since y E I’, 
y - 9 > 0 and since g(v) 3 0. Therefore (L - yg(v))-l is a positive operator, 
that is, y s r. Thus r is open in [0, 11. It remains to show that r is closed. Let 
{m},“=r C r be the increasing sequence which tends to some y,, E [0, 11, and 
consider the equations 
CL - YodVN u?Q = f, 
w - Y&4 %* =.L 
where f = f(x) is any nonnegative and nontrivial function in C’s(G). Note that 
uyn > 0 in fin, since yn E r. We have 
w - YogW (UYO - %,> = (Yo - 34 g(v) UY* (3.4) 
and by (3.3) 
II u,, - %” II0 G K2 ll(r0 - m> g(v) uv, II0 G I Yo - Yn I K2 II &a0 llfllo * 
Hence it follows that uYn --f u, in Co(Q) (n--f co), so that Us 3 0 in 52. This 
implies that (L - yog(v))-l u s 0 in Q if u > 0 in D, and he&e we find from 
(3.4) that uYO - uYn , > 0 in J2 or u,! >, uy, > 0 in 9, since (y. - m) g(v) uy, > 0 
in Sz. Thus we have shown that r 1s closed. Consequently we see that r = [0, 11. 
From now on let E E (0, A,), fl E (0, a) be fixed (note that C’-$?) C C*(@). Let 
v E v,,, . Thenf(v) E P(D), andf(v) 3 0 in Q. Hence it follows from Lemma 
3.1 that the equation L,w =f(v) d ‘t a mi s a unique nonnegative solution 
w = L,lf(v) E (cy+fg (i2). 
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Define the nonlinear operator A by 
Au = L,lf(v). 
It is clear that A maps V,,, into (C”)2+6 (Q), and that 
holds for any u E V,,, with K~ = &(..$J, where t1 is defined in (3.1). 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) {Au; u E Ve,,} is a bounded set of CO(a); i.e., 3C, > 0, 
vu E v,,, , II Au 110 < Cl . 
(ii) A is Lipschitx continuous in Ve,,; i.e., 3C, > 0, Vu, w E V,,, , 
II Au - AZJ llo d C, II u - TJ Ilo . 
(iii) Iff([) is a monotone increasingfunction on [0, co), (Au) (x) > (AU) (x) 
in B if u, v E V,,, , u(x) 2 U(x) in Q. 
Proof. (i) According to (3.5), 
11 Au i/o < ‘Q lif (U)it, < ‘% o’=E” f (0. 
-.-.I 
(ii) We have 
Au - Av = L,‘f(u) - L;lf(v) = L,‘(f (u) -f(u)) + L,lf(v) - L;lf(v) 
= L,l(f (u) - f(u)) + L,l(Lv - LU) Lzf 64 
= L,l(f (u) -f(4) + Lag(u) - gW)LzfW; (3.6) 
then by Lemma 3.1 with K2 = K2(t1) and (i) of this lemma, 
/I Au - An l/o < II L,‘(f (u) - f Wllo + II G1(d4 - &>>L;;lf(4lo 
G %(llfW -f(4lo + G II&4 - d~>llo), 
< ‘%(~f.t, + C&S.E,) 11 u - v 110 9 
where lf p , I, c are Lipschitz constants off(l), g(E) on [0, [J, respectively. 
(iii)’ lBy ;ie monotonicity off ([), g(t), we have 
f (u(4) - f M4) 3 09 g(u(4) - g@(x)) a 0 in !Z 
if U(X) > u(x) in a. Hence it follows from Lemma 3.1 and (3.6) that 
(Au) (4 - (4 (4 > 0 in 0. 
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Let C,([O, T]; V,,,), T > 0, be the set of Va.,-valued functions of t which are 
defined and continuous in [0, T], and define the operator B, on C,([O, T]; V,,,) 
by 
(BTu) (t) = a + Lt AU(T) dT (t E LO, 3, 
where a is the initial value used to define V,,, . Clearly (BrU) (t, x) is nonnegative 
and satisfies conditions (2.4) and (2.5). We should note that seeking the classical 
solutions of problem (2.3)-(2.5) is e q uivalent to finding u E C,([O, T]; Ve,,) such 
that u(t) = (I&U) (t), t E [0, T]. 
Put Qr = (0, T) x Sz. We denote by i/j . /1lN the Holder norm on Cn(Qr), while 
the maximum norm is denoted by II/ . II/a. Furthermore we introduce the set 
S, = C?(Q) n C,([O, T]; V,.,) (note that ST C C,([O, T]; Ve,,)). 
LEMMA 3.3. For any 6 > 0, there exists a constant T, > 0 such thut 
(i) BrO maps{u E STo; /j/ u j/lrr < I/ a /Ia + S} into itself, and 
(ii) 3K E (0, 1) such that l/j B,u - B,v /[I,, < K 111 u - v [Ilo fw tiny 
u, v E Ct(P, Tol; v,,,). 
Proof. Let u E ST. Then it is easily seen that Au E CO(&). By the definition 
of III . Ill0 9 we find that 
ill fWIlI, < II a lloL + /Ii [ A44 dT 111 
a 
< II a !la + CT + T1-9 Ill W)lllo + T * oyt% II AWa > 
(3.7) 
. 
whence B,u E C”(QT). Let I = max{l, lo}, where IO = Zg,,,,a,+E is the Lipschitz 
constant ofg in [0, 11 a (lo + E], and let 0 < T < l /(Z . Cr); then by Lemma 3.2(i) 
we have 
II (t) - a I/o < T * ok;; 11 Au(t)110 < T * Cl < l ,‘z, . . 
and hence 
Therefore, 
lI(h4 (t)llo < II a Ilo + 4 < II a /lo -t E. 
llgW,4 W - d4Io G 4, II&-4 (4 - a /lo 
< 2 I(%~) (t) - a llo G 6, 
which proves that (Z&U) (t) E V,,, for any t E [0, T]. Furthermore suppose 
111 u l]lDL < II a llol + 6, and 0 < T < 1; then by virtue of (3.7) we get 
Ill BTU I/la G Ii a /Ia + T”-V Ill Au ilio f oars II Mtk). 
\. 
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According to Lemmas 3.2(i) and 3.1 we have [I/ Au[jI, < C, and 
where KI = ZCl(ll a jla + S). Th ere ore, f if we choose T > 0 to be small enough, 
I!/ z&u % < 11 a llol + T1-VC, + “I(~~,“=, f(f) + h.~,(ii a llm + 8)) 
.\ 
G II a Ila + 6. 
By Lemma 3.2(ii) we have 
so that K = T. C, < 1 if 0 < T < l/C,. 
Now we are ready to prove the local existence of solutions of problem (2.3)- 
(2.5). 
THEOREM 3.1. Under hypotheses [HJ, [Ha], and [H,] problem (2.3)-(2.5) has a 
unique nonnegative ZocuZ cZu.wicuZ solution u(t, x). More precisely, there exists a 
constant T, > 0 depending on u(x) such thut u(t, x) exists and satisfies system (2.3)- 
(2.5) for all x E 4 t E [0, T,] in the classica mm. 
Proof. We construct the solution by successive approximation: 
U,+&, x> = &-%L(t, 4 n = 1) 2, 3,. . ., 
uo(t, x) = u(x). 
I,et S > 0, T,, > 0 be as in Lemma 3.3. By virtue of Lemma 3.3(i), (ii) and the 
fact that u,, E 90 and j/l ua llla = II a Ita < I] a IIy + 6, we see that the sequence 
{un} is well defined in STo, bounded in Ca(grOL and converges uniformly in 
Qro . Since the embedding from Ca(grO) into Co(QrJ is compact for 0 < /I < 01, 
we can choose a subsequence {Us,} of (u,}, which converges to some u(t, x) E 
Ca@re) in the topology of P(pro). It is easy to see that u E C,([O, T,]; V,,,), and 
thereby we have u = BrOU (by Lemma 3.3(ii)). Thus u(t, X) is a solution of 
problem (2.3)-(2.5) in a classical sense. 
To show, in the next section, that the solutions obtained in Theorem 3.1 
cannot exist in the large in time, we need the following comparison theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Letfi([), gi((), and q(x) (i = 1,2) satisfy hypotheses [Ha] and 
VU, and h(f) (i = 1,2) b e monotone increasing functions of 6. Suppose that 
fX) <f&3, g,(5) G gz(O on LO, a), and 44 G 4.4 in Q. Let udt, 4 (i = 1,2) 
be the solutions of the corresponding problems (2.3)-(2.5) with fi , gi , ai in place of 
f, g, a. Suppose that the solutions exist in a common interval [0, T] for some T > 0. 
Then. 
(i) ul(t, x) < u,(t, x) in [0, T] x Q, 
(ii) (&,/at) (t, x) < (&+/at) (t, x) in (0, T] x Q. 
Proof. Contrary to our assertion, assume that there exists a pair (t, X) E 
(0, T] x Q such that ul(t, X) > uz(t, 3). Define 
to = inf{t E [0, T]; 3x E fi such that u,(t, x) > u,(t, x)}, 
and consider the following successive approximations for u,(t, x) (i = 1,2): 
(L - g,(u,“)) q = f&“) (t > t, , x E Q), 
zqqt, x) = 0 (t 2 to , 32 E aQ>, (3.8) 
uP(to , 2) = u&l > x) (x EQ), n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
u/yt, x) = u,(t, ) x). 
We note that ulo(t, X) = ul(to , X) < uz(to , x) = uzO(t, x). As we have seen in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1, the uin(t, 3) (i = 1,2) converge uniformly to u,(t, X) 
(i = 1,2) in [to , to + T] for some 7 > 0, respectively. Subtracting (3.8) for 
i = 1 from (3.8) for i = 2, on each side, we have 
(L - g&n)) (2$ - *) 
= f&h”) - fib19 + {g&“) - g&h”)> q (tE(to,to+dXEQ). 
(3.7) 
From this and Lemma 3.1, it follows that 
y (t, x) >, q (t, x) 
in (to, to + T] x g if uZn(t, x) > uln(t, x), and thereby ul+‘(t, x) > u;+‘(t, x). 
Hence uZn(t, X) > uln(t, X) in [to , to + T] x 0 for all 71 by induction, so that by 
taking the limit u,(t, X) > u,(t, x) in [to, to + T] x D. This contradicts the 
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definition of t, , Thus we see that uz(t, x) 3 u,(t, x) in [0, T] x Q. To see (ii), 
it suffices to note that &,/at - &,/at satisfies the equation 
CL - G%N (2 - +, = f&z> - fl(s) + k&z) - g&1)> 2 
30 in (0, T] x a. 
4. BLOWING-UP OF TIME DERIVATIVES 0~ SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we study the instability of the solution obtained in the pre- 
vious section. We begin with 
THEOREM 4.1. In addition to hypothesis [He], assume that f(t), g(t) are 
strictly increasing and furthermore that f (5) is convex in [0, a). Then, for any 
solution u(t, x) of (2.3)-(2.5) with a(x) which satis$es [Ha] and is nontrivial, there 
exists a constant T*, 0 < T* < CO, such that 
Remark 4.1. When t approaches T”, u(t, x) itself may or may not increase 
indefinitely. However, if g(t) is smaller than A0 for any E contrary to the hypo- 
thesis in Theorem 4.1, then u(t, x) itself blows up however small a(x) may be 
when a(x) + 0. More precisely, if we assume that g(f) < 36 <A,, 0 < .$ < 
+ 03, and that lfm (l/f (5)) d.$ < +CQ then we can show by the comparison 
theorem and by a simple application of Kaplan-Fujita’s method [3, 41 that for 
any a(x) + 0, there exists 0 < T* < $-cc such that 
In this case the hypotheses that f ([), g(t) are strictly increasing can be removed, 
but the monotone increase of g(E) (h ence g(f) = const < A0 may be accepted) 
and the convexity off ([) are to be assumed. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Here we give the proof only for the case that 
0 < u(x) < &, = g-Q,), but we can see that our assertion is valid also for the 
larger initial values which satisfy [Hz] by the previous comparison theorem 
Theorem 3.2. Let w(x) be an eigenfunction corresponding to A, for the problem 
(2.1), (2.2). By the Krein-Rutman theory of positive operators [8] we may take 
w(x) > 0 in Q; we normalize w as ssa w(x) dx = 1. We define 
J(t) = s, u(t, x) w(x) dx. 
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Multiply both sides of (2.3) by w(x) and integrate over Jz. Then we obtain 
ho J 
* ol4. ,wdx- I 
R dt 




G(u) = fk5) d5. 
0 
Since f(t) is convex, Jensen’s inequality applies to the right-hand side of (4.1) 
and since u is continuously differentiable in t, we get 
Integration of both sides of this inequality with respect to t gives 
Lou - J(O)> - {Jo G(u) w dx - I, ‘W w dj 2 j-)U@)) dt- (4.2) 
We again apply Jensen’s inequality to so G(U) w dx. On this occasion we have a 
strict inequality, because G(u) is strictly convex and u(t, x) is not a constant. 
Thus we find from (4.2), 
hoU(t) - J(O)> - W(t)) + j-D (‘-34 w dx > &,hWJ dt- 
Consider the nonlinear equation 




The solution I(t) exists and 
0 < W) < midSo , J(O)). 
This can be seen as follows. Putting t = 0 in (4.4), we get 
I(0) = t G(I(0)) + J(0) - d j-n G(a) w dx. 
e(t) = +, G(S) + J(0) - f j. G(a) w dx. 
0 R 
Define 
In view of the fact that 0 < a(z) < to, we see that 
rl = J(0) - ; j-a G(a) w dx > 0 and e(Eo) < 50 * 
(4.5) 
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Since G’(t) = (l/)b)g(t) < 1 for 5~ [T, & - E] (E > 0), e(t) becomes a 
contraction mapping from [T, [,, - 6-j into itself, if E > 0 small enough. Thus 
there exists I(0) satisfying I(0) = G(I(0)) and 0 < I(0) < fc, . Now it is obvious 
that I(t) is a solution of the differential equation 
W fW>) 
__ = A, - g(l(t)) ’ dt 
0 < I(0) < to . 




” ‘0 - &) & 
I(O) f(u) ' (4.6) 
we see that 
Putting t = 0 in (4.3), (4.4), we obtain 
J(O) - I(O) > (l/ho) g(F) MO) - Wh (4.7) 
where p is a suitable number between J(O) and I(O), and this implies that j(0) # 
I(0). Suppose J(O) < to; then we have (l/Ao) g(c) < 1, and therefore I(0) < 
J(O) by (4.7). In this case J(0) > 5, , it is obvious that I(0) > J(O), 
which proves (4.5). Subtracting (4.4) from (4.3) on each side, we get 
AU(t) -I@>> - VW(t)) - W(t))) > Jbt {fW>> -fW>)>dt. (4.8) 
This inequality, together with (4.5), implies that 
Let us note that (4.8) is rewritten as 
U(t) - I(t)> x 1x0 - g(WNt > ~ot{f(I(tN -fW>> & (4.9) 
where K(t) is a suitable function oft such that J(t) 3 K(t) > I(t). The existence 
of the solution u(t, x) beyond the time p contradicts (4.9) because 
&v(t)) 3 g(W) 7 x0 as t/f Ii? 
Thus the solution u(t, x) does not exist in [p, co). We denote by T* the finite 
escape time for the solution, i.e., the upper limit of the time interval in which 
the solution exists. Clearly T* < T holds. Now we show by contradiction that 
Iim t/ T* Il@w (4 4llo = + co. Let us suppose that hrn,/r* Il@/w (t, 4llo < 
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+ co. We first claim that u(t, X) is monotone increasing in t for all x E Q, because 
(&/i3t) (t, X) 2 0 in (0, T*) x 9, and hence so is (%/at) (2, x) by Lemma 3.2(iii). 
We define 
$I* u(t, x) = u-(T*, x), 
jjh& g (t, x) 3 w(x) (x E Q). 
Then w(x) is equal to the left t-derivative of u(t, x) at t = T*, which is denoted 
by (&u/at) (t, x). Since the Sobolev space WP2(J2) is continuously embedded into 




at 1+a G const at II I! w,l(n) (0 < t < T*). (4.10) 
And since (au/at) (t, X) satisfies 
LE=f(u)+g(u)g in (0, T*) x Q, 
the P-estimate of [6] applies; i.e., 
au 
Ii (/ at )3 w (sl) < const Iif + g(u) g ljLp(nb G C (0 < t < T*). 
This and (4.10) show that j/ au/at j/r+@ is bounded in 0 < t < T*, and therefore, 
for any /3 E (0, a) there exists a sequence ((&/at) (t, , x)} which converges to 
W(X) = (a-u/at) (T*, x) in Cl+“(a) as t, -+ T*. Hence we see that u-(T*, x), 
@-u/i%) (T*, x) belong to C@(@ and satisfy 
for 
L 2 (T*, x) =f(u-(T*, x)) + g(u-(T*, u)) 2 (T*, x), (4.1 I) 
11 g (t, , x) - L-‘f(u-(T*, x)) + &-CT*, 4) 2 CT*, 4 /lo 
= L-l 
Ii ( 
f(u(t, , 4) + Awn 7 4) 2 (tn 9 4) - L-’ (w + Au-) 2) Ilo 
< const 
I!( fwl t 4) + &(tn > 4) 2 (Gl 9 a) - (fk1 + &-> 2) jjo 
-+O (fz + co). 
Let A(t) be the smallest eigenvalue of Lult,+ Then h(t) is a decreasing function 
of t and h(T*) > 0. First we assume that A(T*) > 0; then Theorem 3.1 shows 
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that for some 7 > 0 there exists r2(t, x) (T* < t < T* + T) which satisfies (2.3) 
in (T*, T* + T] x Q, (2.4) in [T*, T* + ~1 x %I, and il(T, x) = u-(T, x). 
Define 
w(t, x) E up, x) (0 < t < T*) 
= qt, x) (T* < t < T* + T). 
We can see as before that (a+E/at) (T*, X) exists and satisfies 
L g (T*, x) =f(u-(T*, x)) + g(u-(T*, x)) $T*, x). (4.12) 
By the uniqueness of solutions of (4.1 l), (4.12), we obtain 
g (T*, x) = 2 (T*, x), (4.13) 
so that (%/at) (T*, x) exists and is equal to (4.13). Hence w(t, X) becomes a 
solution of problem (2.3)-(2.5) beyond the time T*, but this contradicts the 
definition of T*. Thus h( T*) = 0 should hold, and then, multiplying both sides 
of (4.11) by W*(X) > 0, which is an eigenfunction corresponding to h(T*) = 0, 
and integrating over Sz, we have 
0 = X(T*) jn f$ (T*, x) w* dx 
J’, /f(W*, 4) + gk(T*, 4) 2 cT*, 41 w* dx > 0, 
which gives a contradiction again. Consequently, we can conclude that 
lim,, T* IIWW (4 x)llo = + 0. 
A little more detailed argument on the behavior of the soIution is possible for 
the case of the one-dimensional problem with L = -a2/8x2; i.e., 
- 5 g -g(u) $ =f(u) (t > 0,o < x < 7r), (4.14) 
u(t, 0) = u(t, P) = 0 (t a (9, (4.15) 
u(0, x) = u(x) (0 < x < 37). (4.16) 
We can show that the solution of (4.14X4.16) remains finite as tp T*. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the hypotheses in Theorem 4.1, let u(t, x) be a solution 
of the problem (4.14)-(4.16); then 
ij% !I 46 x>llo -=c +m 
if u(x) E P[O, CT], (d2/dx2) a(x) < 0 in (0, n) and 0 < a(x) < & = g-1(A,,). 
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Proof. First we show 
(4.17) 
It is easily seen that for K(t) in (4.9) 
by the convexity of G(u) and the fact that G(0) = 0. Therefore, if lim,, rL J(t) = 
+a~, we see that 
G( J(t)> Km g@(t)) > lim ___ = lim G(‘) > X - 
f/’ T* fi’T* j(t) 5-m 4 
01 
the last inequality of which follows because g(E) is strictly monotone increasing 
and because it exceeds A, at some point to (hypothesis [HaI(i This contra- 
dicts (4.9), and hence Em,, r* J(t) < $-co. Since u(t, x) is a classical solution in 
[0, T], for any T < T*, we can integrate (4.14) with respect to t in the interval 
[0, t], t E (0, T*) to obtain 
a% d2a -=-- 
ax2 dx2 Jot (f(u) + g(u) $) dt in (0, T*) x (0,4 
so that (d2a/dx2) (x) < 0 implies 
$ (t, x) < 0 in (0, T*) x (0,~); 
i.e., u(t, x) is concave on [0, ~1 for any t E [O, T*). Define 
where x,,, depends on t; xM = xM(t), and define 
Then, since u(t, x) > V(t, x) in [0, T) x [0, ] TT an d since w(x) = i sin(x) we have 
J(t) = $- 1: u(t, x) sin(x) dx > t- 1: V(t, x) sin(x) dx > G U(t), 
which shows, together with (4.17), that U(t) is bounded. 
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The finite escape time T* depends on the initial value U(X) and is bounded 
from above by p of (4.6). If ( ) . b a x is ounded by a constant multiple of a non- 
negative eigenfunction C(x) for the eigenvalue Aa of L, we can obtain an estimate 
of T* from below. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that the hypotheses in Theorem 4.1 hold and further- 
more assume that f(0) = 0 and 0 < a(x) < TOG(x), where 0 < To < 6 and 
C(X) is an eigenfunction for A,, such that 1) eii(x)ljo = 1; then 
holds. 
Proof. Let T 
Putting 
we know that 
T(t) be the solution of 
dT f(T) 
-z= Ao - g(T) ’ 
T(0) = To. 
T(t)/ to and $(t)f +a as tf T. 
From the monotonicity of g(t) and th e convexity off (5) withf(0) = 0 it follows 
that g(T(t) 6(,(x)) ,< g(T(t)), f (T(t) Z?(x)) < f(T(t)) G(x). Hence v(t, w) = 
T(t) e?(x) satisfies the differential inequality 
(L - g(44 4)) t$ (t, 4 >f (x(t, x)) in (0, T) x A-2. 
Then, with the aid of an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.2, 
we find that 
v(t, x) > u(t, x) in [O, T) x f2. 
Remark 4.2. The estimate of T* from below in Theorem 4.3 coincides 
with the limit found in [2]. 
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